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TIME REWINDING CONCEPT
A unique blend of dermo-cosmetic ingredients that activates skin cells to make them act
younger.

Unique rejuvenating droplets with 60% peptide complex and "wrinkle
ﬁller" effect!
- 30 MINUTES after application: up to 34.7%* reduction
of wrinkle length.
- AFTER 5 DAYS: increased synthesis of collagen I, III and IV
(up to 104%) and hyaluronic acid (up to 174%**).
- AFTER 2 MONTHS: reduced prominence (up to 77%),
volume (up to 100%) and depth of wrinkles (up to 62%)***.
Apply and massage in topically in the desired areas.

Make time stand still or even rewind time – with the new Afrodita Professional PERFECT
CODE range of facial products. Innovative technology and ingredients combine to produce a
THREE-DIMENSIONAL action that reduces wrinkles by 31% to 100%*.

*in vivo study on 10 volunteers, results assessed 30 minutes after one application, **in vitro study, *** in vivo study
on 25 volunteers after two months of twice-daily use

*in vivo study on 25 volunteers after 2 months of twice-daily use

ESSENCE

REWIND TIME?
The rejuvenating effects of the FOUR BIOMIMETIC PEPTIDES built into the formulation of the
Perfect Code range of facial products represent a new development in cosmetology and a
worldwide innovation. The entire cosmetics sector agrees that the scientiﬁcally proven action
and perfected formulation of different types of peptides is the most important cosmetological
breakthrough of the last quarter of a century.
How do peptides work?
When applied to the skin, peptides send a signal to skin cells that tells them to begin intensive
regeneration. In this way, skin and cell "damage" in the form of pronounced wrinkles begins to
be reduced and more of the key building blocks of skin – collagen, elastin and hyaluronic acid
– are produced. This accelerated synthesis is also evident in a reduction in the number and
prominence of wrinkles.
PERFECT FORMULA
The Perfect Code range represents the perfect formula for the individual needs of every skin –
biomimetic peptides will send a signal to exactly the right number of skin cells, telling them to
begin intensive regeneration.

Highly concentrated formula with intensive corrective action and antipollution protection.
- AFTER 1 HOUR: better moisturised skin (42%) and
31%* less pronounced wrinkles.
- AFTER 3 DAYS: increased synthesis of collagen (49%) and
hyaluronic acid (46%)**.
- AFTER 2 MONTHS: rejuvenation of the papillary dermis
by as much as 5.5. years***.
Apply after using Filler-Drops concentrate, either before the care
product of your choice or independently.
*in vivo study on 15 volunteers, **in vitro study on a culture of ﬁbroblasts after a 72-hour incubation, *** in vivo
study on 28 volunteers after two months of twice-daily use

MASK

"NEW SKIN EFFECT" – Special patented bio-enzyme technology leaves
skin looking "reborn overnight".
- Smoother and softer skin after just one application*.
- With regular use, reduced irregularities, more even skin tone** and
visibly smoother skin***.
Apply and remove after 20 minutes or leave to work overnight.
*self-evaluation by 49 volunteers after one overnight application, **in vivo study on 41 volunteers after 28 days of
twice-daily application, *** self-evaluation by 49 volunteers after 21 days of twice-daily application

PERFECT CODE
ESSENCE
HIGLY CONCENTRATED FORMULA
+ ANTI-POLLUTION ACTION

FILLER – DROPS
CONCENTRATE

MASK
OVERNIGHT ''NEW SKIN'' EFFECT
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KOZMETIKA AFRODITA d.o.o.
Rogaš ka Slatina, Kidrič eva 54, Slovenija – EU
info@kozmetika-afrodita.si
00386 812 11 60

